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Resource Information

URL: https://github.com/common-workflow-language/cwltool
Proper Citation: cwltool (RRID:SCR_015528)

Description: Reference implementation of the Common Workflow Language standards. It provides complete features and tools and comprehensive validation of CWL. The reference implementation consists of two packages. The cwltool package is the primary Python module containing the reference implementation in the cwltool module and console executable by the same name. The cwlref-runner package is optional and provides an additional entry point under the alias cwl-runner, which is the implementation-agnostic name for the default CWL interpreter installed on a host.

Resource Type: Resource, software resource, software toolkit, source code
Keywords: language, reference implementation, python
Availability: Available for download
Website Status: Last checked up
Resource Name: cwltool
Resource ID: SCR_015528

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for cwltool.

No alerts have been found for cwltool.
Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 4 mentions in open access literature.

**Listed below are recent publications.** The full list is available at [FDI Lab - SciCrunch.org](https://www.fdl.org).


